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ABSTRACT
Using the randomness provided by the physical environ-
ment to build security solutions has received much atten-
tion recently. In particular, the shared entropy provided
by measuring ambient audio, luminosity modalities or elec-
tromagnetic emanations has been used to build location-
based, proximity-based, or context-based security mecha-
nisms. The majority of those protocols is based on a stan-
dard model consisting channel probing, quantization, infor-
mation reconciliation, privacy amplification, and key verifi-
cation. The main problem for almost all approaches is the
limited understanding of the security that is provided. For
example, security analyses often only address single com-
ponents and not the entire system or are based on broad
abstractions of the physical source of randomness. Further,
a big open question is the feasibility of such systems for
low-resource platforms. Our first contribution is a detailed,
optimized realization of a key establishment system. We
demonstrate the feasibility of deriving a shared secret from
correlated quantities on resource-constrained devices with
tight power budget. Our system was realized on the popu-
lar ARM Cortex-M3 processor that reports detailed resource
requirements. The second major contribution is a summary
and abstraction of previous works together with a rigorous
security analysis. We substantiate our investigation by pre-
senting practical attack results.

CCS Concepts
•Security and privacy → Key management; Mobile
and wireless security; Security requirements; Formal se-
curity models; Embedded systems security; Usability in se-
curity and privacy; •Software and its engineering →
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1. INTRODUCTION
One feature of many IoT devices is the ability to mea-

sure and quantify their physical environment. Such sys-
tems range from smart phones to wearable computers all
the way down to industrial sensors. At the same time, se-
curity for IoT systems has developed from a “nice to have”
to a “must have” due to numerous attacks, e.g., against net-
worked cars or medical devices [18, 51]. Virtually all tradi-
tional security solutions are based on cryptographic primi-
tives. Even though they are very mature, they have draw-
backs in IoT settings. First, public-key algorithms are com-
putationally expensive, especially on small embedded nodes.
Second, the issue of key management is often non-trivial. To
overcome those hurdles, exploiting the physical environment
has been drawing increased attention in recent years. The
idea of using measured physical quantities such as sensor
readings or wireless channel profiles for security purposes
is not new. Security solutions for (group) key establish-
ment, (mutual) authentication, device pairing, and access
control that are based on correlated physical observations
have been proposed. In particular, due to the constantly
increasing number of sensors in combination with the vari-
ation inherent in many of the measurable quantities, novel
security approaches — treating those readings as common
random number generators (CRNG) — has been brought
into spotlight recently. Work based on shared sensor read-
ings as entropy source include:

• ambient audio contexts (e.g.,[24, 37]),

• luminosity modalities (e.g.,[37]),

• wireless channel measurements (e.g.,[63]), and

• electromagnetic environmental fingerprints (e.g.,[55]).

We believe that due to the evolution towards the IoT, a
paradigm shift from trusted third-party verified randomness
(e.g., PKI or Kerberos) to CRNG-based security approaches
will become highly attractive. Potentially, there are many
more physical processes that could be measured by sensors
and utilized for security, such as:

• fluctuation of the electromagnetic grid,

• temperature,

• barometric pressure,

• solar radiation, and

• location dependent radioactivity.

Most recently, work on practical realizations in this area
has addressed high-end personal devices, such as modern



smart phones and smart watches. However, we believe that
physical layer key establishment is particularly interesting
for even smaller IoT nodes, on which public-key operations
and key management are very difficult. Hence, we will focus
on the required algorithm complexity and resource require-
ments for low-resource IoT devices. Moreover, the security
of recent approaches is either based on broad abstractions
of the random source or on experimental evaluations, which
are not fully substantiated as we will demonstrate later. In
this work, we analyse the security and IoT suitability of mu-
tual information extraction from correlated observations in
general and investigate the associated real-world challenges.
Our main contributions are the following:

Security analysis: We present a rigorous security analy-
sis of key agreement protocols from correlated obser-
vations. Additionally, we perform an experimental se-
curity analysis of a real-world implementation. We
analyse the three-phase standard approaches in detail.
Further, we perform extensive measurements in real-
istic environments for various use-cases. We provide
a summary of potential weaknesses against passive at-
tacks and vulnerabilities against active manipulation
attacks.

Implementation and comparison: We describe two com-
prehensive implementations of key agreement proto-
cols based on the recycling of Received Signal Strength
Indicators (RSSI): (a) The first one represents a Wi-
Fi Protected Access 2 (WPA2) driver extension and
a real-time capable prototypical demonstration sys-
tem based on three credit card-sized computers. (b)
The second implementation was performed on an ARM
Cortex-M3 processor. This provides exact resource re-
quirements such as code size, the number of clock cy-
cles, and power consumption. By comparing these ap-
proaches with well known Elliptic Curve Diffie-Hellman
(ECDH) implementations, we show that physical layer
approaches can be a promising alternative for existing
and upcoming IoT systems.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: In
Section 2 we present the background, the problem defini-
tion, and related work. The system architecture, as well as
the implementation details of the exemplary real-world real-
ization, are provided in Section 3. A extensive analysis of the
security properties of the general approach based on attack-
trees is presented in Section 4. In Section 5 we perform an
extensive experimental analysis of the implemented archi-
tecture. Afterwards, Section 6 provides a brief discussion
on the attack trees and their vectors. Section 7 summarizes
thoughts about a new authentication scheme and motives
future work. We conclude the paper in Section 8.

2. BACKGROUND
Wyner [60] introduced secret communication with assur-

ance information theoretical for the wiretap channel. A key
observation is that there is a trade-off between the transmis-
sion rate of the legitimate system and the equivocation at a
potential wire-tapper. From these two quantities, he derived
the capacity region, which is a measure of the theoretical
possibility of a perfectly secret communication. However, in
many broadcast media, e.g., in a wireless environment, there
is no guarantee that the eavesdropper’s observation will be
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Figure 1: System model: Legitimate nodes A and B mea-
sure reciprocal properties of the physical channel, denoted
by hBA(t) and hAB(t). A passive attacker E’s observations
hAE(t) and hBE(t) depend on her relative position and are
usually less correlated with hBA(t) and hAB(t) than hBA(t)
with hAB(t).

worse than the observations of the legitimate system, and
the secret capacity may be zero. Therefore, the degraded
wiretap channel model may not hold [9].

Based on Wyner’s wiretap channel model, Maurer [35]
considered the problem of how to generate secret keys from
dependent random variables. His cryptographic system is
provably secure against enemies with unlimited computing
power under realistic assumptions about the partial indepen-
dence of the noise on the involved communication channels.

Hershey et al. [25] introduced an alternative paradigm for
generating shared secret keys, called Physical Layer Secu-
rity (PHYSEC). The approach is based on a common esti-
mation of the wireless channel by the sender and receiver,
whereby secret symmetric keys are derived from the common
channel parameters. Without taking noise, interferences and
non-linear components into account, the joint randomness of
the symmetric key relies on the principles of antenna reci-
procity [50] and channel reciprocity [57]. In other words,
the radio channel from Alice to Bob is similar to the chan-
nel from Bob to Alice. For most practical channels, this
reciprocity property holds and the entropy of spatial, tem-
poral, and spectral characteristics is sufficiently high due to
unpredictable dynamics in the environment.

The classical system model for channel-based symmetric
key extraction schemes is based on the following scenario.
Two keying nodes, Alice A and Bob B, agree on extracting
a symmetric key for secure communication while an eaves-
dropper, Eve E, capable of observing information tries to
recover the secret key (cf. Figure 1). Observable informa-
tion of Eve are, for example, error-correcting information
and channel measurements (or other common quantities) be-
tween herself and the legitimate communicating nodes. We
assume that A and B do not share any mutual information
(e.g., shared keys) a priori.

Besides the commonness of randomness due to channel
reciprocity, the scheme should also be inherently secure against
passive attacks. Mathur et al. [34] claimed that, if a po-
tential attacker is located more than half the wavelength
of the carrier frequency away from a legitimate node, the
eavesdropper will observe uncorrelated channel characteris-
tics. For instance, for 2.4 GHz WiFi this translates to the
relatively short distance of 6.25 cm. This phenomenon is
called spatial decorrelation or channel diversity and is ex-
plained by Jake’s Doppler spectrum [57, 20].

The requirement of spatial proximity is the basis for mak-
ing eavesdropping impossible for most practical systems. As
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Figure 2: Overview of the core components involved in the
security architecture for key agreement systems from corre-
lated observations.

an example, for classical eavesdropping a directional antenna
can be used from a greater distance. However, with PHY-
SEC it is ensured that no meaningful information can be
obtained from such a location. As described above, for WiFi
an attacker is forced to place an antenna within a few cen-
timetres of either Alice or Bob during the key establishment
phase.

The first practice-oriented protocol for unconditionally se-
cure extraction of a symmetric key over public wireless fad-
ing channels was introduced by Tope et al. [54] in 2001.
Based on this method many protocols for key extraction
have been proposed. One family of contributions is based
on received signal strength indicators (RSSI) [2, 3, 34, 28,
41, 33, 1, 63]. RSSI-based PHYSEC systems are very at-
tractive because virtually every wireless communication in-
terface provides RSSI on a per packet base, so that PHYSEC
can easily be integrated in existing systems. Another family
exploits the channel impulse response (CIR) more gener-
ally [23, 34, 61, 64]. Other variants are based on channel
phase randomness [56] or frequency hopping [58]. Mathur
et al. [34] and Jana et al. [28] included brief thoughts on po-
tential attacks in their proposals. Simple countermeasures
against spoofing attacks by active adversaries were intro-
duced by Mathur et al. [34] and Ye et al. [61].

The generic security architecture for generating secret sym-
metric keys from correlated random variables is shown in
Figure 2. Note that the variables might originate from
physical quantities, such as sensor readings, channel mea-
surements or other shared sources of physical randomness.
These readings are quantized into vector bits to obtain an
initial preliminary key. The non perfect reciprocity in mea-
surement and noise leads to errors in the vector bits of the
preliminary key. These errors are detected and corrected
in the information reconciliation stage by using error cor-
recting techniques. Since information for error correction
is exchanged over the channel during the information rec-
onciliation stage that leads to loss of entropy, the left-over
entropy gets extracted in the step of privacy amplification.
At the end a key verification protocol is executed.

However, above-discussed approaches for key agreement
between two devices without any prior trust (also known as
pairing) typically only protect against passive attackers. As
a remedy, some authentication procedure can be employed.
For example, an out-of-band communication via a second,
location-limited channel (such as visual or audio) is involved
for comparison of authentication credentials which defeats
man-in-the-middle attacks targeting the initial key estab-

lishment. Therefore, pairing mechanisms utilizing context
fingerprints, e.g., correlated observations of physical events
of the direct environment, are highly interesting. First ap-
proaches of authentication mechanisms which do not require
prior trust due to the utilization of common randomness are
[24, 7, 47, 45, 37]. The distance-bounding protocols for mo-
bile nodes [24, 7] are based on ultra-wideband pulse mea-
surements. Heart-to-Heart (H2H) [45] implements a pairing
scheme between a medical instrument and pacemakers by
utilizing the commonly sensed characteristic of heartbeats
as a secret. The work of Schürmann et al. [47] establishes a
secure communication channel among devices based on sim-
ilar audio patterns. The approach of Miettinen et al. [37]
utilizes ambient context information gathered through com-
monly available sensor modalities like ambient noise and lu-
minosity.

Since a wireless communication interface is virtually al-
ways implemented in sensor nodes, beside the key extraction
approach, also an authentication mechanism based on chan-
nel measurements is a highly attractive approach and has
been brought into the spotlight recently. In [55], dynamic
characteristics of a common trustworthy radio environment
are used as proof of physical proximity. The approach in
[29] analyses variations in RSSI values to determine whether
the pairing devices are in physical proximity to each other.
The scheme is based on the propagation characteristic of the
wireless channel and exploits multiple antennas [6]. In [52,
53, 48, 49], the wireless channel measurements are used
for device authentication and a fast secret key extraction
scheme. Based on the assumption that a network of mobile
nodes is given, in which each node has a line-of-sight to at
least one other trusted node, the authentication scheme can
distinguish between on- and off-body channels.

Additionally, various access control mechanisms and sys-
tems have been proposed using context sensing. GPS-based,
Bluetooth-based or WiFi-based Contexts-of-Interests (CoIs)
are used in [38, 39] for profiling and classification of the en-
vironment to make access control decisions based on sensing
the environment and finding context-familiarities. Further-
more, the authors claim that light, temperature, etc. sensor
readings are interesting variables for context-aware access
control as well.

3. EXPERIENCE WITH REAL-WORLD
REALIZATIONS OF A PHYSEC SYSTEM

In this section, we present the first (to the best of the
author’s knowledge) real-time capable prototypical demon-
stration system of PHYSEC as well as the first embedded
implementation (on an ARM Cortex-M3 processor).

3.1 Fully real-time capable integration of
PHYSEC into WPA protocol

We implemented an extended version of the PHYSEC ar-
chitecture, illustrated in Figure 2, to generate a mutual key
using channel variations. The extension involves a bit-wise
on-line entropy estimation based on SP-draft [4] by NIST.
The security level is verified by considering the estimated
bit-entropy and the entropy loss due to public communica-
tion. (Details are given in Section 5.6.) The quantization is
performed using the multi-bit scheme by Jana et al. [28]. For
information reconciliation, we use secure sketches as defined
by Dodis et al. [13] which are based on Bose-Chaudhuri-
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Figure 3: Screenshot of (a) the network scan interface and
(b) the PHYSEC connection interface that provides addi-
tional information about the progress.
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Figure 4: The spatial representation of the testbed in-
cludes several experimental setups for performance evalu-
ation (marked with Alice1, Bob, and Eve) as well as for
security analysis (marked with Alice2 and pos.i).

Hocquenghem (BCH) codes [44]. Because of low loss of con-
ditional entropy (compared to other approaches), Edman et
al. [17] proposed the scheme for channel-based key establish-
ment systems.

One field of application is WiFi networks in which this
key can be used as an input for the WiFi Protected Ac-
cess (WPA) encryption. WPA is the most popular security
protocol to secure wireless networks. We added the ability
to connect a new device to a WiFi network using the push-
button method known as WiFi Protected Setup (WPS). The
button resets the association of a device. The user then ini-
tiates the imprinting by pressing the button on the Access
Point (AP). This starts the channel measurement between
the AP and the client that uses this data to establish a
unique network encryption key. During key establishment,
the environment is assumed to be secure with no active at-
tackers present.

3.1.1 Implementation
Our implementation has been written for Linux-based op-

erating systems with wireless network interface cards (NIC)
that support a virtual monitor mode and raw packet injec-
tion. This is necessary to communicate on the physical layer
without being associated to a network. The protocol imple-
mentation is based on a master/slave role allocation. The
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Figure 5: The box-plot illustrate the blockwise correlation
behaviour between the channel measurements of Alice an
Bob over time. A blocksize of 1024 RSSI values and 60
blocks per box is applied.

client acts as the master who initiates the channel measure-
ment. The AP acts as the slave who relies on the master to
control the process. It listens for frames from the client and
will answer measurement requests, reconciliation requests,
and verification challenges.

Since we utilize the NIC in monitor mode, we receive IEEE
802.11 packets in userspace with a radiotap header. This
header supplies additional information such as the RSSI,
which is used for our key generation protocol.

Figure 3 (a) shows the client interface that lets the user
select a network. We added a new authentication method,
PHYSEC, which is indicated by the flag WPA2-PHYSEC-
CCMP. If the user decides to use PHYSEC to establish a
network key, a detailed window can be opened to provide
additional information on the progress. Figure 3 (b) shows
the information that is visualized for the user. The progress
of the key entropy is shown on the bottom with the key in
plain text for demonstration purpose. Once a key is gener-
ated, the network connection is established. For achieving
perfect forward secrecy (PFS), the key is refreshed when
another 128 bit of entropy has been generated.

3.1.2 Testbed and results
The continuously changing environment plays a major role

in the extraction of joint entropy. Therefore, we analysed
two realistic scenarios. In the first one, two nodes are stati-
cally positioned at several locations. Here the entropy stems
from motion in the environment, e.g., people moving or door
opening. The second scenario represents IoT wearables, such



Table 1: Real-world based evaluation results of key extrac-
tion for two scenarios.

Scenario # of measurements EER [bit/s]

static 256, 882 0.06
motion 5, 396 2.13

as smart watches or medical sensors. Here a turtle-bot1 is
carrying such a device and moving around randomly with
a regular speed of 0.5 m/s. The testbeds are illustrated in
Figure 4.

The correlation of the mutual observation strongly de-
pends on the motion in the environment and of the devices
themselves. This is due to the nature of an automatic gain
controller of a radio frequency (RF) receiver. If no strong
signal variation due to motion occurs the only signal varia-
tions are based on noise and, therefore, lead to low correla-
tion. The results of both measurement campaigns are illus-
trated in Figure 5 and summarized in Table 1. The entropy
extraction rate (EER) represents our measurement unit for
generated left-over conditional entropy per second. Only
the mobile scenario results in consistently high correlated
measurements and consequently in a performant system.

3.2 ECC vs. PHYSEC on ARM Cortex-M3

In the majority of cases, IoT-platforms are small embed-
ded devices without continuous power supply. The selection
of algorithms, therefore, is more restricted compared to fully
grown platforms. In particular, resource requirements such
as code size, the number of clock cycles, and power con-
sumption are the crucial factors.

In state-of-the-art IoT-systems, (lightweight) public key
cryptography (PKC) has been implemented to establish dy-
namic key management for resource-constrained devices. In
particular, elliptic curve cryptography (ECC) is the most
efficient algorithm among the established PKC algorithms.
The efficient implementation on embedded systems has been
well investigated, e.g., [32]. However, the known results do
not include the energy consumption of transmitting, listen-
ing for and receiving data (see [19, 21, 10] for a detailed
discussion).

Table 2: Approximate resource overhead of each of the PKC
blocks of reference implementation on a 32-bit ARM Cortex-
M3 GG990F1024. The source code of the used ECDH im-
plementation can be found on github1.

Block name Size (Kb) # of cycles Power (µJ)

secp128r1 5.796 4, 379, 000 15, 803
secp192r1 5.656 7, 458, 000 21, 606
secp256r1 5.918 19,387,000 50,480
secp384r1 5.752 51, 706, 000 115, 693

To study the performance of PHYSEC algorithm system-
atically, we introduce the first embedded prototype imple-
mentation of five PHYSEC schemes in an 32-bit ARM Cortex-
M3 processor (EFM32GG-STK3700). The used develop-
ment board Giant Gecko provides an attractive power- con-
sumption profile and convenient evaluation tools. This plat-

1http://www.turtlebot.com/

Table 3: Approximate resource overhead of each of the com-
ponent blocks (ASBG/ASBG-MB quantizers, secure sketch
with BCH[n, k, d], AES in Hirose’s construction for privacy
amplification) of reference implementation on a 32-bit ARM
Cortex-M3 GG990F1024.

Block name Size (Kb) # of cycles Power (µJ)

Quantization 0.896/0.61 209K/43K 94/6
Reconciliation 0.876 254, 065 290
Privacy amp. 0.960 5, 214 6

form is also used in pacemakers and provides efficient energy
management [45].

For the key establishment, we implemented the Diffie-
Hellman key exchange with elliptic curves (ECDH) proto-
col. The results of the ECDH reference implementation2

are summarized in Table 2. As highlighted in the table, our
goal is to achieve a 128-bit security level. The approximate
resource overhead of the computation of each component of
the PHYSEC scheme is given in Table 3. The results of
our implementations are based on input vectors of 128 RSSI
values for the quantizations schemes and 256 bit input for
information reconciliation and privacy amplification.

As mentioned above, we implemented both, the single bit
and the multi-bit variation of the adaptive secret bit gener-
ation (ASBG), quantization schemes by Jana et al. [28] and
the fuzzy extractor with BCH[n, k, d] codes introduced by
Dodis et al. [13] for information reconciliation. For privacy
amplification, we applied the Hirose’s construction [26] in
combination with the hardware accelerated AES implemen-
tation. For comparison, we also implemented the quantiza-
tion schemes by Aono et al. [2], Azimi-Sadjadi et al. [3], and
Mathur et al. [34].

We calculate the energy costs for data communication by
considering transmission and receiving results [10], which are
based on the widespread sensor node TelosB [42]. Note that
our calculations are based on the (experimentally verified)
assumption that the common channel measurements are pro-
vided due to application layer communication. We call this
recycling-based channel measurement. Figure 6 summarizes
the computational and communicational energy costs of the
PHYSEC schemes as well as for the ECDH implementations
using channel measurements of the mobile scenario. The
energy consumption of Mathur et al.’s scheme requires ap-
proximately 140 mJ per key due to the extremely low EER.
The on-line evaluated security level of the PHYSEC scheme
is based on the SP-draft [4] by NIST for on-line entropy
estimation.

While in the best case (mobile scenario applying single-bit
ASBG) the key extraction via the wireless channel requires
61.3 times less energy than for ECDH, the duration time of
1 minute is relatively high, and there are questions whether
this enables the technology to exercise the requisite level of
usability.

2https://github.com/kmackay/micro-ecc
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Figure 6: Performance evaluation: energy consumption of
four different PHYSEC schemes (128-bit security level) and
ECDH (64− 192-bit security level).

4. THREATS AGAINST ENVIRONMENT-
DEPENDENT SECURITY

To systematically address potential threats against PHY-
SEC, we use attack trees that describe and analyse poten-
tial attack scenarios. For completeness, we summarize their
properties below. An attack tree is a unidirectional graph
representing the attack vectors for a specific adversarial goal.
They show how an asset might be attacked [31] by represent-
ing attacks against a system in a tree structure with the goal
as the root node and different ways of achieving that goal
as leaf nodes [31, 46]. Attack trees are constructed from the
point of view of the adversary [27].

The root node of the tree is the global goal of an adver-
sary, e.g., a specific asset to be captured or a specific cryp-
tographic goal to be defeated. The children of the root node
are requirements that must be met in order for the adver-
sary to achieve this goal, i.e., to launch a successful attack.
The leaf nodes of the attack tree represent attacks that can
no longer be refined.

Once the attack tree is completed, different values can be
assigned to the individual nodes. Typically, such values in-
clude the level of adversarial expertise as well as the attack
cost for each individual node. Based on the assigned values,
calculations can be made for all possible paths from the root
node to the leaf nodes to determine the cheapest attack with
the highest probability of success, the cheapest low-risk at-
tack, most likely non-intrusive attack, best low-skill attack,
and so on [46].

However, we present a generic attack tree applicable for
CRNG-based security mechanisms without calculating sys-
tem specific path attributes or efforts. For the attacks on
the physical layer key agreement, it is assumed for the at-
tacker to know everything about the sender- and receiver-
architecture and corresponding parameters as well as the
protocols. She can operate at the packet, bit, or signal lev-
els. The first path separation divides the tree into the ’Learn
the secret key’-path (passive attacks only) and the ’Influence
the secret key generation’-path (active attacks). We hope
our work represents a good cornerstone for CRNG security
analyses.

4.1 Learn the secret key
Figure 7 illustrates the attack tree of the attacker’s aim

’Learn the secret key’. It presents several path separations:

A B
ping 1

pong 1

ping 2

pong 2

...

r−1
p

r−1
s

Figure 8: Important timing parameter of the channel mea-
surement process. A high probing rate rp lead to highly
correlated measurements between Alice and Bob. A low
sampling rate rs leads to low memory-afflicted random vari-
ables (in time).

We deal with potential statistical defects that are essential
to make brute force attacks feasible. We address passive at-
tackers measuring a correlated version of the observation by
Alice and Bob as well as passive attackers eavesdropping the
data of public discussions. Further, potential side-channel
attacks are considered.

4.1.1 Learn parts of the key from statistical defects
The elimination of most key candidates due to statistical

defects makes exhaustive search attacks more feasible. Sta-
tistical defects may occur in the random source or due to
post-processing.

The shared entropy extraction of any physical quantity
allows the establishment of a common secret between two
parties that can be used as an encryption key. To do so, the
quantity needs to be measured on both sides. Two impor-
tant parameters for the common measurements are given:
The probing time tp = r−1

p represents the duration in what
both parties commonly measured the quantity, e.g., within
10 milliseconds. The second parameter is the (maximum)
sampling rate rs; it sets the number of common measure-
ments per second. Please refer to Figure 8 for illustration. A
communications engineering rule of thumb, applied in previ-
ous works of PHYSEC [54, 2, 3, 34, 28, 23, 41, 1], states that
the common channel measurement needs to be done within
the coherence time in which the channel can be assumed to
be fixed [20]. Unfortunately, the coherence time is a physi-
cal parameter changing over time and space. Further, if the
probing rate rp of the channel coefficients is high compared
to the inverse of the coherence time T−1

c , the channel coef-
ficients of the reciprocal channel estimations (Alice to Bob
and vice versa) may be correlated in time [63]. Therefore,
artificially generated scenarios, potentially arranged by an
adversary, could lead to a low entropy source.

Further, post-processing techniques, e.g., for making the
system robust against noise and interference, may lead to
statistical defects and potentially represent an attack vec-
tor. By considering any sensor readings as a (C)RNG for
cryptography, the physical source of randomness must be
thoroughly evaluated with respect to:

• bias,

• correlation,

• agility, and

• manipulability.
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Figure 7: High-level overview of potential attack scenarios to learn the secret key.

4.1.2 Learn key from eavesdropped quantity
measurements

This sub-tree represents the passive attacks, where the
attacker receives packets from Alice (or Bob) and measures
correlated observations - which implies a location-dependent
eavesdropper. Classically, an eavesdropper (Eve) does not
estimate the channel by actively sending and receiving pack-
ets. Eve’s position is unequal to both legitimate users (Alice
and Bob). Eve is equipped with the same hardware (or bet-
ter) as Alice’s and Bob’s.

Eve can measure the random source to generate (strongly)
correlated observations between Alice and Bob. The usual
assumption claims that the closer the attacker gets to the
victim the higher its observation gets correlated to the one
of the legitimate parties. There are several different possi-
bilities to get potentially correlated sensor readings. Single
or multiple measurement devices could be used. The sam-
pling rate could be increased for minimizing noise influences.
A setup with higher quantity or spatial resolution could be
applied. If the mechanism requires a pilot signal for mea-
suring a physical quantity (such as a wireless channel) an
active measurement setup might be required.

Practical measurements done by Döttling et al. [15] have
shown that also the antenna reflections could be an impor-
tant issue in the context of key agreement approaches based
on physical layer security. This observation might be rele-
vant in general for sensor readings.

4.1.3 Obtain key from eavesdropping on
data communication

Key agreement protocols built on the physical environ-
ment are based on the assumption of correlated quanti-
ties between the legitimate communicating parties Alice and
Bob. In practice, however, the measured quantity is not per-
fectly symmetric due to various environmental effects. For
instance, an interfering signal whose source is located in the

proximity of one of the communicating parties might affect
the channel reciprocity.

Because of the imperfect symmetry, the values of the ob-
servations, e.g., RSSI values, sampled by Alice will be slightly
different from those sampled by Bob. In the subsequent step
Alice and Bob map the values of the measured property to
a bit string based on the quantization scheme they agreed
upon in advance. The bit strings therefore represent the
data from which the shared secret key is derived. Because
of the differences in the measured channel property values,
mismatches in the bit strings will be present after the initial
phase of a physical layer key agreement protocol.

To correct the mismatching bits, the communicating par-
ties execute so called information reconciliation. Informa-
tion reconciliation is a form of error correction/detection
carried out between two communicating parties in order to
align the bit strings generated in the initial key agreement
phase, i.e., to make both bit strings identical. An example of
a reconciliation scheme is the well-known Cascade protocol
introduced by Brassard and Salvail [5]. Originally, Cascade
protocol was designed for use in the Quantum Key Distribu-
tion (QKD), but it was later adopted to physical layer key
agreement protocols over wireless fading channels [36, 28,
43]. Lately, various error correction codes were proposed for
use in information reconciliation (e.g., [14, 12, 30, 64, 11,
17]). Fuzzy extractors (e.g., [14, 11]) are cryptographic ap-
proaches and have been proposed as a solution to securely
generate keys from noisy data.

Regardless of the protocol and the error correction code,
information reconciliation is always conducted over a public
channel and an adversary can eavesdrop on the data ex-
changed between Alice and Bob. To allow correcting erro-
neous bits, this data contains information, e.g., parity bits,
about their bit strings. Consequently, an adversary might
be able to exploit this information to determine the com-
plete secret key shared between Alice and Bob or, at least,
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Figure 9: High-level overview of potential attack scenarios
to manipulate the secret key.

to reduce the number of potential key candidates such that
a brute force attack becomes feasible.

If entropy loss occurs, which was not considered in the pro-
cess of choosing secure parameters of the information recon-
ciliation protocol, the revealed information during the public
discussion between Alice and Bob may lead to promising at-
tack vectors. Further possible reasons for loss of entropy
are:

• statistical defects on random source,

• statistical defects due to post-processing,

• public communication, and

• correlated measurements by an attacker.

4.1.4 Obtain key from CRNG side-channels
Side-channel information of the physical characteristics,

which underlies the CRNG, gained from physical observa-
tion of the random source might lead to several attack vec-
tors. The attack might use each kind of source, e.g., visual,
audio, EM, etc.. One possible realization of such a side-
channel attack (SCA) is a repetition attack. These attacks
are not targeting the actual establishment between Alice and
Bob but are run after the fact. An attacker’s goal is to recre-
ate the measurement setup between Alice and Bob as close
as possible. The attacker Eve may take the position of Alice
for example and trigger one or several key establishments
with Bob. Eve may not learn every detail about the channel
between Alice and Bob at the time of their run, but she may
learn certain characteristics about the random source.

Eve having full knowledge of the steps taken by Alice
and Bob with their measurements and even having observed
them as well, may now try to use all of this information to
gain an advantage against Alice and Bob. Eve can be consid-
ered successful if her observations allow her to predict better
the measurement between Alice and Bob. Given her knowl-
edge of the measurement and the observed characteristics of
the random source, she may be able to learn a (major) part
of the key material of Alice and Bob.

Döttling et al. [15] briefly introduced an environment re-
construction attack. Under too simple environment con-
ditions, an eavesdropper can reconstruct the environment

and, therefore, extract the common secret key established
between the two legitimate parties.

4.2 Influence the secret key generation
The path of the attack tree for active attacks is illustrated

in Figure 9. In this Section, several manipulation possibili-
ties on the random source, measurement engine, and public
communication are introduced.
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Figure 10: The 3-party channel measurement protocol.

4.2.1 Manipulate data exchanged during
reconciliation phase

As discussed in Section 4.1.3, a physical layer key agree-
ment protocol usually involves the so-called information rec-
onciliation phase where the communicating parties can cor-
rect/detect the mismatching bits in their respective bit strings.
In case of a passive attack, an adversary can eavesdrop on
the error correction information exchanged between the le-
gitimate communicating parties Alice and Bob and, subse-
quently, try to infer the secret shared between them using
that information.

An active adversary, on the other hand, might be able
to manipulate the error correction information forcing Al-
ice and Bob to correct their respective bit strings in an
adversary-favourable way. This would allow the adversary
to manipulate how Alice and Bob decode their respective
bit strings and, in turn, to influence the shared secret key
that Alice and Bob agree upon.

This particular attack vector can become a critical vulner-
ability of a sensor reading based key agreement mechanism
since the manipulation of the error correction data does not
require the adversary to measure or tamper the physical
properties of the random source during the key agreement
phase. Instead, the manipulation of the public channel -
which is insecure by definition - is sufficient. Moreover, de-
pending on the type of the public channel, the range at which
the attack can be applied might increase compared to passive
measurement attacks where the adversary must be located
in relative proximity of the legitimate communicating par-
ties. Theoretically, as long as the adversary has access to
the public channel used by Alice and Bob to exchange the
reconciliation information, the attack can be applied even
remotely.

4.2.2 Manipulate source of key material
An attacker of this class controls (i.e., manipulate) the

measurement between Alice and Bob by manipulating the
random physical source during the measurement phase. Eve
has to be considered successful if she can influence at least
a single measurement point between Alice and Bob in such
a way that she can predict the outcome of that particular
measurement [59, 8].
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Figure 11: Illustration of the test environment and layout of
sensor nodes: (a) automated antenna positioning setup, (b)
cyclic moving robotic measurement platform.

In [28] a so-called predictable channel attack is briefly in-
troduced. Here an adversary can cause desired changes in
the channel between Alice and Bob by controlling the move-
ments of some intermediate object or of the actual hardware
platform.

4.2.3 Manipulate measurement method
Manipulating the measurement process and, therefore, the

result of the measurement process without physical control
of the random source represents a strong active attack.

Zafer et al. [62] proposed a jamming attacks against phys-
ical layer security to disrupt the channel probing process.
The attack can be used to reduce the key generation effi-
ciency rapidly with adversarial signal power and signal in-
terference.

An active key recovery attack on physical-layer key genera-
tion schemes was introduced by Eberz et al. [16]. The attack
is based on an active channel-influencing through packet in-
jection and, therefore, manipulating the RSSI sensor read-
ing.

4.2.4 Attacks on authentication
The key generation via radio between two parties using

any of the methods described in this paper takes place fully
unauthenticated. The radio channel is public; any party
identifiers can be spoofed, and the system functionality is al-
ways assumed to be fully understood by an attacker. Hence,
any protocol to establish a key between two identifiable par-
ties has to include an additional authentication layer or con-
sider some pre-shared, trusted information. Any attacks
where Eve tries to impersonate another party, relay or ma-
nipulate other party’s messages as her own or as parties dif-
ferent from the original sender’s are authentication attacks.

5. EXPERIMENTAL SECURITY ANALYSIS
In this section, we provide an experimentally-supported

security analysis of the PHYSEC system. Therefore, we
analysed the child nodes of the attack tree. Child nodes are
conditions that must be satisfied to make the direct parent
node true. Recent security analyses of systems from corre-
lated observations are based on broad channel abstractions
or claims based on elusively experimental evaluations and
thus are not fully substantiated as we will see later.

5.1 Testbed implementation
The protocol ensures that all three common measurements

are done within the probing duration of r−1
p ≤ 5 ms. The

sampling rate is rs ≈ (10 ms)−1. Figure 10 illustrates the
procedure for synchronized measurements between Alice,
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Figure 12: Spectral representation of the RSSI values show-
ing statistical defect.

Bob, and a potential passive attacker. The common chan-
nel measurement process is implemented on the hardware
platform Raspberry Pi. This credit card sized computer is
universally deployable with a Linux-based operating system
and flexible expansion options. We equipped the computer
with a TP-Link TL-WN722N wireless USB adapter as well
as with a battery for mobility. Alice is mounted on a cyclic
moving robotic measurement platform.

Motion is required because otherwise no channel reciprocity
is given due to a low reciprocity-to-noise ratio. Addition-
ally, in realistic scenarios no unpredictable motion leads to
no new entropy. Bob and Eve are mounted on an auto-
mated antenna positioning setup. Please refer to Figure 11
for illustration. With this setup, we evaluate the correlation
possibilities of a potential measurement attack for different
distances between Bob and Eve. The minimum distance be-
tween Bob and Eve is 1 mm and the maximum is 300 mm.
Due to a servo motor 1000 (angular) position in this 300 mm
range of Eve are programmable.

5.2 Statistical defect of raw readings
Statistical defects of the random source, as introduced in

Section 4.1.1, is the very first attack vector we utilize. Our
analysis showed that for measurements within ≈ 300 ms still
exhibit temporal correlation. Several further approaches
for analysing the statistical defect could be applied. For
instance, temporal correlations or the mutual information
I(X;Y ) between the observation X of a legitimized node
and the observation Y of an eavesdropper represents further
potential statistical defects.

For simplicity, we analysed the statistical defect of the
raw sensor readings by applying a spectrum analysis. The
magnitude spectrum of both setups is illustrated in Fig-
ure 12. Clearly, the frequencies are not entirely uniformly
distributed; a bias towards low frequencies is given. After
quantization, the defect will lead to symbol frequencies that
dramatically reduce the space of the preliminary key mate-
rial. For this reason, on-line statistical testing is urgently
required. Further, we address in Section 5.6 how such a
defect can effect the security even more drastically.

5.3 Statistical defects of quantizers
To analyse potential statistical defects of quantization schemes,

the following metric is introduced. The bit disagreement rate
(BDR) indicates the percentage of bits that are in disagree-
ment between the initial key material of two parties. With
decreasing BDR, the effort needed to detect and correct er-
rors decreases as well. BDR is evaluated after quantization
by the relation: BDR = be

b
where, be is the number of bits in



the sequence that disagree and b is the length of the initial
key. A defect is given if the quantizers output leads to a
BDR lower than 0.5 for low correlated observations.

To evaluate quantization schemes, we first applied the
Monte-Carlo simulation environment presented in [22]. Two
independent random sequences of length 1, 000, 000 are mod-
elled as temporally correlated Rayleigh distributed random
variables. The maximum Doppler shift specifies the assumed
Jake’s Doppler spectrum. To achieve a quantitative measure
for the grade of reciprocity, we define ραβ ∈ [0; 1] as the
correlation coefficient between the channel measurements of
two nodes.

Further, based on all data of the extensive measurement
campaign, we evaluated the BDR versus the correlation co-
efficient ρ. Therefore, we calculated the block-wise correla-
tion as well as the corresponding block-wise BDR and sorted
those by correlation value. Further, we sorted those by cor-
relation strength and calculated the BDR distribution for
the following subgroups: [0 : 0.05, 0.05 : 0.1, ..., 0.95 : 1].
Figure 13 shows the distribution of the block-wise BDR of
the preliminary key material as well as the simulation results
of both quantization schemes of Jana et al. [28].

The BDR distribution of the real-world measurements is
very similar to the pattern of the simulation. Our results
show that the single-bit scheme of Jana et al. [23] has an
approximately linearly increasing BDR for decreasing cor-
relation. Thereby the BDR for correlations higher than
ρ = 0.75 is smaller than ρ = 0.03 and BDR values larger
than BDR= 0.4 are reached if the correlation is smaller
than 0.2. This indicates that passive attackers with low cor-
related observations can reconstruct a large amount of the
preliminary key material. The BDR function of the multi-
bit scheme shows a stable correlation coefficient behaviour
of over 0.4 between 0 and 0.7, which strongly decreases to-
wards higher correlations. The BDR for high correlations
is not as low as for the single-bit version, which leads to
stronger error correction capabilities, but the behaviour for
low correlations fulfils the security requirement, as we will
present in Section 5.4.

Further, for statistical analysis we evaluated the prelimi-
nary key material off-line by applying a subset of the NIST
suite of statistical tests [40]. As some of these tests require
a large number of bits, we constrain the evaluated tests to
those who can evaluate blocks of 128 bit. The success (or
acceptance) rates of the NIST statistical tests for each quan-
tizer are listed in Table 4. The single-bit quantizer’s output
passes the tests with high rates, whereas the blocks pro-
duced by the multi-bit quantizer by Jana et al. [28] do not
have high pass rates. The results of the sub-test fast Fourier
transform (FFT) implicate the same result as our frequency
analysis of the raw measurement sequence. With the knowl-
edge of the statistical defect, a subset of the preliminary key
space can be easily constructed, but it is not performed in
this work.

5.4 Measurement attack
The attacker measures corresponding quantities of the

random source between legitimate parties and itself. We as-
sume that a (partial) access to the random source depends
on the physical position of the attacker. To evaluate the
correlation between Bob’s and Eve’s channel measurements
over distance, we measured the channel 100, 000 times per
millimeter. Then the absolute value of the Pearson correla-
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Figure 13: Evaluation results based on simulation and real-
world measurements for both quantization scheme of Jana
et al. [28]. The bit disagreement rate versus correlation co-
efficient ρ is presented.

tion coefficient was calculated for blocks of 1000 measured
values. The distributions of the correlation coefficients for
different experiments are exemplary illustrated in Figure 14.
The three illustrations represent a good example of the di-
versity of the correlation function.

Several positions for the automated antenna position setup
were applied. The positions of each experiment are marked
in Figure 4. The correlation over distance function strongly
depends on the positioning of the setup. As the results
show, the usual assumption which claims, that the closer
Eve gets to Bob the higher its observation correlates to
that of the legitimate parties, is only true for certain po-
sitions of the setup, e.g., position 10 as illustrated in Fig-
ure 14(b). The reason for this may be that the positions
of the (multipath-creating) scatterers are not uniformly dis-
tributed as required.

5.5 Repetition attack
We evaluated the repetition attack using the cyclic moving

robotic platform. We measured 10, 000 runs of the robotic
platform passing the entire elliptic course. The robotic plat-
form was moving with a speed of 0.6 m/s along a trail of
length 3 m. One run is represented by approximately 700
RSSI values. The results of the correlation between one
observation and the resulting repetitions are illustrated in
Figure 15. The results show that reproduction of correlated
channel measurements is possible.

The success rate of the attack depends strongly on the ap-
plied quantizations scheme. E.g., the bad BDR behaviour
for low correlations of the single-bit scheme leads to very
similar pre-liminary key material. Repetitions of the attack
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Figure 14: Three exemplary correlation results of attacker’s observation versus his distance are given. Unequal to general
claims - total decorrelation after half of carrier wavelength (6.25 cm) - no uniform behaviour can be recognized.
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Figure 15: The distribution of the results of 10, 000 repeti-
tion attacks are given. Several attacks lead to correlations
larger than 0.7.

lead to a ≈ 96% reproduction of the key material after quan-
tization and 100% after information reconciliation.

Table 4: Pass rates of several NIST statistical tests for pre-
liminary key material of the quantization schemes by Jana
et al. [28]. A block size of 128 bit was applied.

Statistical tests ASBG ASBG-MB

Frequency 0.9637 0.2184
Block Frequency 0.9637 0.2184
Cum. Sums (fwd) 0.9517 0.2356
Cum. Sums (rev) 0.9508 0.2370
Runs 0.8480 0.4859
Longest Run 0.9463 0.5545
FFT 0 0

5.6 Eavesdropping reconciliation data
Information of the key material might be revealed due to

the publicly transmitted error correction information. The
passive eavesdropper Eve is able to listen to communication
in the network. The distance of our attacker eavesdropping
the communication on the channel was 100 m. With special
equipment, e.g., directed antennas, the attack works even
outside the connection range of network specifications.

For example, transmitted parity check bits always reveal

information of the encoded information. Further, consider-
ing an attacker knowing statistical defects in the preliminary
key material or even measuring correlated observations, the
attack might be more effective. We summarize this poten-
tial knowledge of an attacker in the variable Y . The left-over
secret information per bit between Alice and Bob is called
conditional min-entropy H∞(r|Y ), where r is the mutual
information between Alice and Bob.

Consider a state-of-the-art information reconciliation ap-
proach, e.g., the one by Dodis et al. [13], where no parity
check bits are transmitted and instead syndrome decoding
is used. The observed quantity is interpreted as a received
codeword r. The transmitted syndrome usually only re-
veals information about the error e of a received codeword
r = c + e and not about the codeword c itself. Therefore,
the amount of information that an attacker can infer from
eavesdropping syn(r) corresponds to the number of trans-
mitted bits: p = n− k, where n is the codeword length and
k the number information bits.

However, the assumption, that k bit entropy for each code-
word is retained, is not true if the conditional min-entropy
H∞(c|Y ) or even the min-entropy H∞(r) is low. Here, we
do not perform the attack, but introduce concrete security
boundaries for secure parametrization of the secure sketch
information reconciliation scheme [13] based on estimated
entropy, e.g., by using on-line entropy estimation. Address-
ing the worst-case (WC) where the potential knowledge of
statistical defects of an attacker and the revealed syndrome
information are independent, the following condition needs
to be fulfilled to secure the system against passive eaves-
dropping:

0 < HWC
∞ (r|Y, syn(r)) =

(H∞(r|Y ) · n)− (n− k)

n

= H∞(r|Y )− n− k
n

. (1)

5.7 Manipulating channel
The attacker might be capable of manipulating the envi-

ronment or forcing one or both legitimate parties into an
artificial environment, e.g., using a Faraday cage to artifi-
cially build a static scenario. The aim of the attacker is
to determine the symmetric key material by exploiting sta-
tistical defects. For simple physical setups, manipulation
attacks on RSSI-based key extraction schemes are presented
in [28]. Here, the attacker intermittently blocks the line of



sight path causing a predictable drop in the RSS values.
An active key recovery attack on physical layer key gener-

ation schemes was introduced by Eberz et al. [16]. The at-
tack is based on an active channel-influencing attack through
packet injection. The attack’s performance was verified for
the quantization scheme by Mathur et al. [34] which is a
robust bit extraction scheme utilizing a guard interval and,
therefore, leads to a recovery rate of 47 %.

We implemented the attack on a fourth Raspberry Pi
with attached TL-WN722N WiFi USB stick. We applied
the setup for different positions and with several antennas,
gains, and channels. First results of the proposed key re-
covery attack lead to a recovery rate of 0 % (also for the
quantization scheme by Mathur et al.). The reason for this
could be the different RF front end (Eberz et al. applied
MicaZ hardware). More advanced manipulation techniques
are conceivable and are also part of the scope of our future
work.

6. DISCUSSION
The provided attack tree offers much information on how

potential adversaries undermine the security assumptions of
devices in the large field the IoT. However, the tree is by no
means complete as it is a tough problem finding all attack
vectors. Further work is strictly required to increase the
usefulness.

We think some of the points made need to be discussed
more precise. It should be tested if specific changes to the
environment enable adversaries to introduces statistical de-
fects. Even more effort can be expended to check if the
measurements of an attacker correlate when she uses a com-
bination of methods to enhance correlation. Choosing pa-
rameters for the information reconciliation step affects the
entropy strongly and needs to be investigated further by fu-
ture work. Active attackers who can influence channel mea-
surements or messages exchanged can be big issues depend-
ing on the chosen algorithms. There are still many open
questions on this topic since the big variety of algorithms
makes it difficult to generalize and make recommendations.

Even though many attack vectors exist, our experience
shows that the goal of, for example, learning the secret key is
not easy to achieve; and if an attack works successfully, e.g.,
a repetition attack, the attack does not scale to other de-
vices. We believe that the impossibility of scaling successful
attacks plus the lightweight dynamic key management are
the most powerful advantages of CRNG-based approaches.

Another point is the measured energy consumption that
can be set in relation to particular use-cases to provide even
more realistic evaluations. Due to the estimated entropy,
the required security level strongly depends on the variance
of the channel that also influences the mean key extraction
time. If the devices get even more constrained it should be a
good idea to think about adjusting the protocol to this new
environment.

7. AUTHENTIC KEY DISTRIBUTION
In this section, we shortly discuss possibilities for a novel

authenticated key agreement mechanism based on proxim-
ity. The idea is, given three nodes Alice, Bob and Charlie—
where Alice already trusts Charlie—to authentically estab-
lish a key between Alice and Bob.

The approach is based on channel profiles varying in time,

space and frequency. If two nodes (Bob, Charlie) are suffi-
ciently close to each other (a few centimetres) the profiles
of the channels between them and a third device (Alice)
will show similar physical characteristics. Establishing an
authentic key between Alice and Bob works as follows:

1. Charlie moves close to Bob and makes sure there are
no other nodes in direct proximity.

2. Alice exchanges data packets with Charlie and Bob on
a channel and continually measures the two channel
profiles. The communication to Bob and Charlie can
be done using time-division duplex, frequency-division
duplex or code-division duplex.

3. Bob continuously measures his channel profile.

4. After a while, Alice and Bob have both collected enough
entropy which can be used as secret key.

5. Alice evaluates the cross-correlation between the two
channels profiles she has measured to determine prox-
imity between Charlie and Bob.

Since Alice has trust in Charlie’s identity, she can use the
profile of the channel shared between them as a reference.
Therefore, if the correlation of the two measurement series
is above a pre-defined threshold, Alice can be confident she
now has established a key with Bob.

What to chose as threshold and how reliable this approach
works in practice remains to be explored in future work.

8. CONCLUSION
A continuously increasing interest in unconditionally se-

cure cryptographic approaches for a variety of security sys-
tems and mechanisms is clearly visible in literature. For
instance, prior work, which is summarized in this work, had
utilized context-dependent random variables coming from
sensor readings and has documented that it could help ad-
dress some of the important challenges that architects face
when designing security solutions for advanced mobile plat-
forms and environments without a trusted third-party or
prior security association.

However, the majority of those works is based on a 3-phase
standard model (please refer to [63]) which has neither been
challenged by a rigorous security analysis nor has focused on
the energy budget of real-world devices or the integration
into commercial off-the-shelf hardware.

We implemented and tested five key extraction schemes
based on correlated random channel measurements to ver-
ify the applicability for resource-constrained platforms. We
provide justification of real-world applicability regarding the
algorithm’s complexity and resource requirements on an ARM
Cortex-M3 processor. These results suggest that, for exam-
ple, tiny sensor systems that do not have the energy capa-
bilities to perform any conventional dynamic key agreement,
might be upgraded with physical environment-dependent se-
curity.

In our main analysis, we found that the 3-phase standard
model provides a wide variation of potential attack vectors.
These findings extend previous security analysis of physical-
layer key extraction [17, 16, 28] confirming that there is lim-
ited evidence for the security of these protocols. Also, we
demonstrate the practical feasibility of several passive and



active attacks by applying a realistic testbed with an exten-
sive measurement campaign. Our results provide compelling
evidence for the necessity of improvement of protocols and
may help future architects to develop countermeasures.

Finally, we have roughly sketched an approach for the
authentic distribution of keys which may turn out to be
crucial in bringing environment-dependent security schemes
into real-world applications.
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